
  
 
 
 
 
 

MISSION STATEMENT 
 

To Improve the Quality of Life 
For Those Who Live and Work in the District 

 
 
 
 
Please ask for: Glenn Shelley 
Direct Dial No: 01757 292007 
Fax No: 01757 292020 
E-mail gshelley@selby.gov.uk 
 
 
12 April 2010 
 
 
Dear Councillor 
 
You are hereby summoned to an Extraordinary Meeting of the Selby District 
Council to be held in the Civic Suite, Civic Centre, Portholme Road, Selby on 
Tuesday 20 April 2010 commencing at 7.00 pm. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
 
S Martin  
Strategic Director 
 
 
Opening Prayers will be offered. 
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AGENDA – PUBLIC SESSION 
 
1.  Apologies for Absence 

 
To receive apologies for absence. 
 

2.  Disclosure of Interest 
 
To receive any disclosures of interest in matters to be considered at the 
meeting in accordance with the provisions of Section 117 of the Local 
Government Act 1972, and Sections 50, 52 and 81 of the Local 
Government Act 2000 and the Members’ Code of Conduct adopted by 
the Council. 
 

3.  Application for Removal of a Consent Street 
 
To resolve the recommendation made by Licensing Committee on 12 
April 2010  (pages 3 to 8 attached). 
 

4.  Gypsy, Travellers and Showpeople Accommodation 
Requirements Timetable 
 
Report of the Strategic Director (pages 9 to 15 attached). 
 

5. PRIVATE SESSION 
 
It will be recommended that in accordance with Section 100(4) of the 
Local Government Act 1972, in view of the nature of the business to be 
transacted, the meeting be not open to the Press and public during 
discussion of the following items as there will be disclosure of exempt 
information as defined in Section 100(1) of the Act as described in 
paragraph 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12(A) of the Act. 
 

6. Delivery of a Gypsy and Traveller Site to Meet Current 
Accommodation Needs.  
 
Report of the Strategic Director (pages 16 to 35 attached). 
 
 
 
 

 
COUNCILLORS ARE REMINDED TO UPDATE THE REGISTER OF 

INTERESTS AFTER ANY CHANGE IN CIRCUMSTANCES WHICH MAY 
AFFECT CURRENT ENTRIES 
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Agenda Item 3 

Extract From Licensing Committee 14 April 2010: 
 
Application for removal of a consent street 
 
Councillors received the report of the Licensing Enforcement Officer in 
respect of determining to resolve to recommend to Full Council to remove the 
designation of Market Place, Selby as a consent street. This making it a 
prohibited street under Schedule 4 of the Local government (Miscellaneous 
Provisions) Act 1982 in order to remove Market Place, Selby from the list. 
 
The Licensing Enforcement Officer outlined details of the case. 
 
Councillors heard clarification from the Environmental Health Manager 
regarding the entitlement of selling of hot food under the “Market Rights” from 
the Earl of Londesborough. It was also explain that hot food was supplied at 
the Wednesday Farmers market via separate legislation by the District 
Council. The committee were informed that negotiations were underway to 
transfer the “charter markets” over to the Town Council, which if successful 
would result in all decisions regarding trading on the market square 
transferring to the directive of the Town Council.  
 
The Licensing Enforcement Officer informed Councillors that the 
‘Londesborough Arms Hotel’ located on the Market Square were also in the 
process of applying for a ‘Pavement Café Licence’ allowing café style tables 
outside the premises serving hot food. This licence is issued by North 
Yorkshire County Council. 
 
Councillors took a vote on the following recommendation, Councillor B 
Marshall and Councillor Mrs D Davis requested that it be noted they voted 
against the recommendation.  
 
Recommendation to Council:  
 
That the Market Place Selby be removed from the register of consent 
streets for the following reasons: 

 The impact that cooked food traders would have on the 
regenerated Market Place when there are alternative locations 
available. 

 Obstruction of emergency vehicle access. 
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Report relating to Agenda Item 3   
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Title: Application for removal of a consent street  
  
To: Licensing Committee 
  
Date: 12th April 2010 
  
Service Area: Customers and Business Support 
  
Author: Tim Grogan 
  
Presented by: Tim Grogan 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
1. Purpose of Report  
 
1.1 The purpose of this report is to determine whether to pass a resolution to 

remove the designation of Market Place, Selby as a consent street thereby 
making it a prohibited street under Schedule 4 of the Local government 
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982 in order to remove Market Place, Selby 
from the list.   

 
 
2. Recommendation(s) 
 
2.1 It is recommended that councillors resolve to pass a resolution to 

remove the designation of Market Place, Selby as a consent street from 
the list of consent streets. 

 
 
3. Executive Summary 
 
 
3.1 Following the adoption of Schedule 4 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous 

Provisions) Act 1982 Selby District Council granted consent street status to 
Market Place, Selby on 21st October 1985. 

  
3.2 In February 2009 work began in Selby on a renaissance scheme, which 

included upgrading the precinct and repaving Market Place. At this time a Mr 
Crombie was operating in Market Place selling hot snacks and drinks from a 
purpose built catering vehicle better known as a burger van. The work in 
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progress prevented him from occupying his usual site but when the work was 
completed on 7th August 2009 he asked to return to his original pitch. This 
was resisted by the Renaissance Working Group on the grounds that the area 
would visibly deteriorate owing to the likelihood of grease and debris. 

 
3.3 The matter was raised at a Licensing Committee Hearing on 9th November 

2009 where a decision was taken to recommend that Market Place be 
removed from the register of consent streets for the following reasons: 

 
• The impact that cooked food traders would have on the 

regenerated Market Place when there are alternative locations 
available. 

• Obstruction of emergency vehicle access. 
 
3.4 The Licensing Department, as required by legislation, placed a public notice in 

a local newspaper and served copies on North Yorkshire Police and North 
Yorkshire County Council Highways Authority. 

  
3.5 No representations have been received and as a consequence the Licensing 

Committee is recommended to consider passing a resolution that the 
designation of Market Place, Selby be changed from a consent street to a 
prohibited street. 

 
3.6 In addition, the Licensing Committee, at this hearing, resolved that the 

removal of all other cooked food traders currently operating in the area would 
be looked into. The Licensing Department is able to report that trading carried 
out in a lawful market or fair does not constitute street trading for the purposes 
of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982. It therefore 
follows cooked food traders operating in this manner are beyond the scope of 
the District Council.  

 
4. The Report  
 
4.1 On the 21st October 1985 Selby District Council resolved to adopt the 

provisions of Schedule 4 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) 
Act 1982. As a consequence a number of streets within the district were 
designated as consent streets. This allowed street traders to operate in such 
streets provided they were authorised so to do by the Council. 

 
4.2 These streets included Market Place, Selby and since this time and in 

accordance with the legislation the Licensing Department authorised a 
number of traders to operate in this area. 

 
4.3 The sole trader operating from Market Place, Selby is Anthony Crombie 

whose authority expires on 31st October 2010. Essentially he is licensed to 
trade by selling hot snacks and drinks from a purpose built catering vehicle 
better known as a burger van. 

 
4.4 In February 2009 work began on a renaissance scheme in Selby part of which 

involved an upgrade of the precinct area of the town. As this concerned 
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repaving Market Place with York stone Mr Crombie was requested to find an 
alternative site. 

 
4.5 Mr Crombie occupied a number of sites in the vicinity of Market Place before 

settling at a location close to the junction of Gowthorpe and Finkle Street, 
adjacent to the new automatic rising bollards.  

 
4.6 On the 17th August 2009 the renaissance scheme was completed and Mr 

Crombie contacted the Licensing Department with a view to assuming his 
pitch in Market Place. However, the Renaissance Working Group made it 
clear that as £1.3 million pounds had been used to fund the scheme, much of 
which had been spent on expensive York stone, it would be inappropriate for 
a burger van to occupy the area where the likelihood was that the stone would 
become spoiled by deposits of grease and other debris resulting from the sale 
of snacks. 

 
4.7 The current situation is that Mr Crombie continues to operate from a position 

bordering the bollards but insists he be allowed back into Market Place. 
However, the view of the Renaissance Working Group is that Mr Crombie 
should not be allowed to return to the Market Place for the following reasons: 

 
(i) Lack of access to the Market Place for emergency vehicles 
(ii) The grease and debris resulting from the use is spoiling the new 

granite benches and York stone paving in that area 
(iii) Public concerns about the impact of the use and the risk that it will 

soon be ruined  
 
4.8 For this reason the matter was considered by the Licensing Committee on 9th 

November 2009 where Councillors made the following decision: 
 

Recommendation to Council:  
                      That the Market Place Selby be removed from the register of          
                      consent streets for the following reasons: 

• The impact that cooked food traders would have on the 
regenerated Market Place when there are alternative 
locations available. 

• Obstruction of emergency vehicle access. 
 

           Resolved: 
That the removal of all other cooked food traders currently 
operating in the area would be looked into. 

 
4.9 In accordance with legislation a notice of intention to pass a resolution to vary 

the original resolution of 21st October 1985 that the designation of Market 
Place, Selby be changed from a consent street to a prohibited street was 
published in the Selby Times on 7th January 2010 requesting responses by 
the 9th February 2010. In addition, copies were served on North Yorkshire 
Police and North Yorkshire County Council, Highways Authority. 
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4.10 The Police and Highways responded with no objections and Mr Crombie was 
sent a letter requesting clarification of his position. On 18th February 2010 he 
contacted the licensing Officer stating he was unaware that he was required 
to respond having declared his position on the 9th November 2009. 

 
4.11 It is for the Licensing Committee to decide, having regard to all the available 

evidence, to consider passing a resolution that the designation of Market 
Place, Selby be changed from a consent street to a prohibited street. 

 
4.12 Failure to follow the correct procedure could lead to a challenge by way of 

Judicial Review. There is no statutory right of appeal except by Judicial 
Review. If the correct procedure were followed the risk of such an application 
is low. 

 
4.13 In relation to the Licensing Committee’s resolution; that the removal of all 

other cooked food traders currently operating in the area be looked into, 
the Committee should be aware that trading carried out in a lawful market or 
fair does not constitute street trading for the purposes of the Local 
Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982. A street market in the strict 
legal sense can only be established under Royal Prerogative (historical 
“charter markets”) or under statute. It therefore follows that cooked food 
traders operating as part of a lawful market are beyond the scope of the 
District Council. 

 
4.14 Furthermore, it would not prevent the area being used for special events 

provided that permission was granted under the terms of any other legislation, 
for example, the Licensing Act 2003. 

 
 
 
5. Financial Implications  
 
5.1 The fee for Anthony Crombie’s authorisation is £1,157.50 per year, which 

would be lost to the Council should this licence be no longer granted or no 
alternative pitch be found. 

 
5.2 The fee to publish the notice in the Selby Times on the 7th January 2010 was 

£104.46. 
 
5.3 The fee to publish the two notices as demanded by legislation will be £201.92  
 
 
6. Link to Corporate Plan 
 
6.1 The additional safeguards proposed in this report will help support the 

Council’s strategic theme of putting customers first.  
 
7      How Does This Report Link to Council’s Priorities? 
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7.0 This report will contribute towards acknowledging the priority of safer 
communities.  

 
8         Impact on Corporate Policies 
 
8.1 Service Improvement 

The removal of Market Place, Selby from the list of 
consent streets could contribute to the area remaining 
free from deposits of grease and other debris.  

Impact 
 

8.2 Equalities                                                                No Impact 
 

8.3 Community Safety and Crime 
 

No Impact 
 

8.4 Procurement No Impact 
 

8.5 Risk Management 
There is a risk that if Market Place remains a consent 
street an applicant refused permission to trade could 
appeal to the High Court by way of Judicial Review 
with the risk that costs could be awarded in the event 
of the appeal being successful 

Impact 
 

8.6 Sustainability No Impact 
 

8.7 Value for Money 
  

No Impact 

 
9   Background Papers 
 
9.1 Copy of Licensing Committee report heard on 9th November 2009 making 

application for removal of a consent street. 
 
9.2 Copy of Minute 374 of Licensing Committee report 9th November 2009 making 

application for removal of a consent street. 
 
9.3 Copy of Committee report requesting approval of Schedule 4 of the Local 

Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982 showing list of consent 
streets   

 
9.4 Copy of Mr Crombie’s consent and the street trading consent conditions. 
 
9.5 Copy of Notice published in Selby Times 7th January 2010. 
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Agenda Item No:4 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Title: Gypsy, Travellers and Showpeople 

Accommodation Requirements Timetable  
  
To: Council 
  
Date: 20 April 2010 
  
Service Area: Housing Services, Development  Services  
  
Author: Steve Martin, Strategic Director 
  
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
1 Purpose of Report 
  
1.1 This report sets out the Council’s responsibilities toward Gypsies, Travellers 

and Showpeople; the current situation in Selby district and recommends a 
potential way forward to meet our statutory responsibility.  

  
2 Recommendation(s) 
  
2.1 i) Councillors agree to the proposed method of identifying sites in the short 

term. (Paragraph 4.17) 
 
ii) Councillors views on whether to bring forward the Allocations DPD is 
requested (Paragraph 4.18) 
 

  
3 Executive Summary 
  
3.1 The report includes the legislative background on local authorities’ 

responsibilities, the current situation regarding evidence and number of 
encampments in the district. The report then suggests a way forward in the 
short, medium and long term to deliver our statutory responsibilities.  

  
4 The Report 

  
4.1 Local Authority Responsibilities 
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4.2 
 
 

Circular 01/2006 - Planning for Gypsy and Traveller Caravan Sites sets out 
measures related to Gypsies and Travellers contained in the Housing Act 2004: 

• It extends the meaning of a 'protected site' in England to include 
authorised Council sites for Gypsies and Travellers. The result is 
that occupiers of these sites, like tenants in social housing, are 
entitled to a minimum period of notice before they can be evicted, 
possession can only be obtained by a court order, and they will be 
covered by the provisions in the 1968 Act concerning harassment 
and illegal eviction. 

• It provides the courts with the power to suspend eviction orders 
against those occupying authorised Gypsy and Traveller sites, 
and allows for these suspensions to last for up to 12 months. 

• It requires local authorities to undertake regular assessments of 
the accommodation needs of 'Gypsies and Travellers' in their 
area. This enables them to consider the need for additional 
temporary and permanent accommodation in their area. 

• It requires local authorities to develop a strategy to meet the 
needs of Gypsies and Travellers and to take any such strategy 
into account when they are exercising their other functions.   

• It allows for regulations to be issued that define Gypsies and 
Travellers. This allows the Secretary of State to consult on the 
definition and the possibility of the definition changing over time. 

4.3 The main intentions of the Circular are: 

• to create and support communities where Gypsies and Travellers 
have fair access to suitable accommodation, education, health 
and welfare  provision; 

• to reduce the number of unauthorised encampments and 
developments and the conflict they cause and to make 
enforcement more effective; 

• to increase significantly the number of Gypsy and Traveller sites in 
appropriate locations with planning permission; 

• to recognise, protect and facilitate the traditional travelling way of 
life of Gypsies and Travellers, whilst respecting the interests of the 
settled community; 

• to underline the importance of assessing needs at regional and 
sub-regional level and for local authorities to develop strategies to 
ensure that needs are dealt with fairly and effectively; 

• to identify and make provision for the resultant land and 
accommodation requirements; 

• to ensure that Development Plan Documents include fair, realistic 
and inclusive policies and to ensure identified  need is dealt with 
fairly and effectively 
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 • to promote more private Gypsy and Traveller site provision in 
appropriate locations through the planning system; 

• to help to avoid Gypsies and Travellers becoming homeless 
through eviction from unauthorised sites.  

 The Current Situation 
 

4.4 The Adopted Local Development Scheme (July 2009) anticipated that allocation 
of Gypsies, Travellers and Showpeople sites would be identified in the 
Allocations DPD starting in 2010 and adoption by July 2013.  
 

 Until then, the current provision for Permanent Gypsy and Traveller sites within 
Selby district is; 
 

 Burn Caravan Site, Common Lane, 
Burn. LA 12 

 Carlton Caravan Site, Racecourse Lane, Carlton, 
Goole. LA 12 

 Greenacres Caravan Site, Flaxley Road, Selby Private  32* 
 The Gallops. Main Road, Towton Private 1** 
 Whinchat, North Duffield Private 1 
 * Greenacres is not registered as a dedicated G + T site and can accommodate non G + T residents. The site is 

therefore not considered within the North Yorkshire G + T Accommodation Assessment. 
**The Gallops has a temporary planning permission until January 2014 

  
4.5 In line with the requirements of the Housing Act 2004. North Yorkshire local 

authorities carried out a North Yorkshire Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation 
Assessment in 2008 to inform the development of a Gypsy and Traveller 
Accommodation Strategy at a sub-regional level. This is an important part of the 
evidence base for the LDF. 

  
4.6 Using the CLG-approved model for calculating pitch requirements, the research 

demonstrated that across the Sub-region, there is a projected need for 55 
pitches allowing for household formation and the turnover of pitches. The table 
below shows the breakdown for Selby district: 

 
Pitch requirements to 2015  
District Current 

Shortfall 
Plus Projected 
Need 
(to 2015) 

Less 
Turnover 

Total 

Selby 26 9 15 20
Total 126 61 132 55 

  
This research identifies a current short fall of 26 sites in the Selby District, 
however 15 households have indicated they would prefer to move to traditional 
houses, reducing the projected need to 20 up to 2015.  
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4.7 For Transit Sites, a questionnaire survey was carried out in July 2009.  
Respondents were asked to rank where they thought it was most important to 
locate transit sites in the different authorities.  Responses have been combined 
for rankings 1 to 3, giving a preference list as shown below. 
The reporting of need for transit sites in Harrogate, Selby and York may reflect 
the existing pressure on permanent sites in these areas.  

Preference for location of transit sites or stopping places 

Local Authority 
Preference  
(1 = most popular) 

% of 1 - 3 
combined

Existing 
authorised 
permanent 
sites (No.) 

1 Harrogate 17.5 2 
2 Scarborough 16.9 0 
3 Selby 16.1 2 
4 York 15.5 3 
5 Craven 9.8 2 
6 Richmondshire 9.2 1 
7 Hambleton 8.2 2 
8 Ryedale 6.8 1 
Total 100.0 13  

  
4.8 For Showpeople, an assessment in 2009 identified the need for new permanent 

sites for showpeople across North Yorkshire. 
  
4.9 These findings reinforce views expressed within the GTAA regarding location of 

new plots (both permanent and temporary). The preference rankings (Table 
3.23) provide a potential methodology for distributing new provision across 
North Yorkshire.  

 Potential Distribution of New Permanent sites for Showpeople 
New Permanent 
Site Locations 

% 
Preferences 

No. 
Plots 

York 23.3 13 
Hambleton 19.4 10.5 
Selby 18.4 10 
Harrogate 17.5 9 
Richmondshire 9.7 5 
Craven 6.8 4 
Ryedale 3.9 2 
Scarborough 1.0 0.5 
Total 100.0 54  

  
4.10 North Yorkshire County Council has received HCA grant to refurbish their sites 

at Carlton and Burn and to provide an additional 2 pitches at Burn (these could 
be county planning applications under Regulation 3 of the Town and Country 
Planning Act 1990).   
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 Potential Way Forward 
 2010-  2015 

 
4.11 At Council on 9 February it was agreed the officers carried out the following  

 
 (i) 

 
 
(ii) 
 
 
(iii) 
 
 
 
(iv) 

the Council leads in the delivery of additional facilities for the travelling 
community; 
 
officers be authorised to submit a bid for funding to the North Yorkshire 
Strategic Housing Board as outlined in paragraph 4.13 of the report; 
 
officers be authorised to appoint consultants to carry out consultations 
with the travelling community as outlined in paragraph 4.15 of the report 
and 
 
the procedure for determining planning applications and the brief for the 
consultants as outlined in the report be noted. 
 

4.12 Since 9 February the Council has  
 
Appointed Yorkshire Planning Aid to work with  
the travelling community                                                    
Submitted an application to the North Yorkshire  
and York Strategic Housing Board                                    
Consulted with the traveling community                           
Considered potential sites                                         

 
 
February 2010  
 
 
March 2010 
March- April 2010 
April 2010 

  
4.13 The application to the North Yorkshire and York Housing Board has been 

successful subject to the Council continuing to make satisfactory progress on 
delivering a site. We have agreed with the Board to provide progress reports on 
a quarterly basis.  

  
4.14 Consultation with the travelling community commenced on 15 February and the 

initial consultation feedback has been incorporated in the site selection which is 
detailed in a later agenda item.  

  
4.15 Officers have taken the following as the starting point for identifying sites, the 

2008 SHLAA; unauthorised Sites and Area of Search/Sites identified by the 
Gypsies/Travellers and Showpeople.  

  
4.16 A list of sites and their merits or otherwise are detailed in the Private session 

report. Following consultation with the Homes and Community Agency, they 
have suggested that we identify a preferred site but also have two sites in 
reserve in case insurmountable  delivery problems occur. In the other report 
councillors are therefore requested to identify three sites. The sites vary in size 
from those accommodating 10 – 12 pitches to larger sites that could be 
subdivided or developed as a mixed development.  
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4.17 Subject to Council identifying preferred locations the following timetable is 

proposed 
   

Action  
Continue consultation with 
the travelling community 

April ongoing through this and the 
Allocation Process.  

Submit bid to HCA By end of April 2010 
Appoint Planning Consultant April 2010 
Community consultation May – date of Decision 
Submit planning 
Application(s) 

June 2010 

Progress reports to NY & Y 
SHB 

July  and October 2010 

Receive HCA decision  October/November 
Purchase of Site December 2010 
Implement Site  January to August 2011 
   

  
 2016 onwards 
  
4.18 As mentioned in paragraph 4.4 the current Local Development Scheme (LDS) 

identifies the allocation Development Plan Document (DPD) will be completed 
by mid 2013. It is suggested that Council reviews the LDS and bring forward the 
Allocations DPD with the intention of submitting a consultation version of the 
Allocations DPD following the adoption of the Core strategy with the aim of 
achieving an adopted DPD by early 2012. If councillors would like officers to 
take this approach, officers will review the LDS and present it to a Policy and 
Resources Committee in July prior to submission to GOYH.  

  
5 Financial Implications 
  
5.1 The financial implications with respect to the timetable are included in a report 

in private session.  
  
6 Conclusions 
  
6.1 The proposals within this report will enable the Council to improve its service 

delivery and minimise the potential of costs awarded against them in future 
planning and enforcement appeals. 

 
7 Link to Corporate Plan 
  
7.1 Linked to Healthier Communities 
  
8 How Does This Report Link to the Council’s Priorities? 
  
8.1 The proposals will enable the Council to deliver the priority of Providing a 

better balance in the housing market to provide access to homes for those 
who want and need them. 
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9 Impact on Corporate Policies 
  
 
9.1 Service Improvement 

 
Impact 

 The delivery of new pitches/sites/quarter is likely to reduce officer time in 
dealing with unauthorised sites and illegal encampments allowing additional 
time to be diverted to other statutory duties. 
 

9.2 Equalities 
 

Impact  
 An Equality Impact assessment has been completed and signed off by the 

Equalities Working Group.   Provision of homes for an ethnic group otherwise 
excluded from mainstream service provision. 
 

9.3 Community Safety and Crime 
 

Impact 

 Better control of unauthorised and illegal encampments. 
 

9.4 Procurement 
 

No Impact  
  
9.5 Risk Management 

 
Impact  

 Failure to produce further authorised sites is likely to result in an increase in 
unauthorised sites and illegal encampments. Failure to secure both the 
NYSHB funding and or HCA Grant is likely to impact on the councils ability to 
provide new sites within the timescale proposed within this report.  
 

9.6 Sustainability 
 

Impact  
 If HCA funding is secured the new site must be sustainable for 10 years. 

 
9.7 Value for Money 

 
Impact  

 A value for money assessment forms a key element of the HCA bid judgment. 
 
10 Background Papers 
  
10.1 Gypsy and Travellers Accommodation Assessment 

Showpeople Accommodation Assessment 
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